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Bengali sarees are very famous amongst the modern-day Indian women. Assorted designer Bengali
sarees are a rant and rave among Indians. A distinctive Bengali sarees is in white or off white color
with fine-looking red border which looks graceful when draped with elegance. Bengali sarees are
designed in Cotton and Banarasi materials, and available in an array of shade patterns and
textures. Other exotic variety of Bengali sarees includes Tant, Tangail, Silk Baluchari, Korial, Garad,
Shantipur, Dhonekhali, etc.

The charisma and intricate designs of Bengali sarees has lured people all over India and also
across the globe. In India there are several traditional festivals celebrated all through the year and
hence, Bengali sarees are preferred choice among the women for celebrating festivals in a
traditional manner.

For example, the biggest festival of the Bengalis is the Durga Puja, which also celebrated by Indians
all across India. This four to five day long festival is filled with fun, fervor and it I during this time that
one can witness a plethora of Bengali sarees draped artistically by the women. In the midst of all the
varieties of traditional Indian Sarees, conventional Bengali red and white sarees are mainly favored
during Durga Puja.

Its unfussiness and convenient comfort coupled with the feeling of magnificence and chic is what
makes the Bengali saree an age old yet the largest wanted women's wear. As a matter of fact a
saree is an Indian women's style statement to the world.

Adding a touch of modernity to the traditional look during the festivals; Bengali sarees have blended
in contemporary designs available in wide range of fabric from excellent cotton to glistening silks,
stylish chiffon to aesthetic nets, from smooth georgettes to sleek crepes and many more.

As per various occasions and requirements, Bengali sarees vary from very simple to heavy
embroidered ones. The sarees have heavy and elaborate embroidery work done with sequins,
stones, of resham, zardosi, crystals etc. The colors of the saree can be dazzlingly intense to
downcast pastels. Bengali sarees are readily available to match every requirement and occasion
and is made to meet the budget of customers belonging to all strataâ€™s of the society. An added
bonanza of wearing an already gorgeous a saree for festivities is that it can be draped in numerous
ways which defines the beauty, elegance of the wearer.

If you still consider draping the Bengali saree to be a complicated task then there is a solution to the
problem as well. Endless number of designers has come out with modern and designer sarees as
an answer. Ready to drape or Pre-stitched sarees is one such solution that eases the process of
draping a saree without any hassle. You simply need to wear it like a skirt with no ruckus of tucking,
pleating and fiddling with the pallu length.

Thus, your desire of draping elegant Bengali saree for a special festival can now be easily fulfilled
with the availability of the designer sarees and for those ladies who are confident of draping the long
fabric beauty and style is yours to conquer.
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